I am a 20 year resident of Danbury, CT.

After reading the draft, it appears to me that you are treating Police as the criminals and taking away their ability to arrest felons have outstanding warrants or are breaking laws (drugs, guns, etc.) during a traffic stop. Let's make changes to the law based on facts and not emotions. Most Police officers are heroes in their communities. Don't overreact to current events and throw out the baby with the bath water. If these proposals pass, Police will have less tools and opportunities to arrest felons and the communities will be more dangerous. You add that to the Second Amendment rights that have already been taken away from law abiding citizens, now you will have more criminals on the streets who have more rounds in their guns than the good guys because Gun Control laws are only effective on the law abiding citizens while the felons don't abide by the law and will have 17-20 round magazines while we only have 10 to defend ourselves. How stupid is that?
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